Monique W. Morris chronicles the experiences of Black girls across the country whose intricate lives are misunderstood, highly judged by teachers, administrators, and the justice system—and degraded by the very institutions charged with helping them flourish. Pushout exposes a world of confined potential and supports the rising movement to challenge the policies, practices, and cultural illiteracy that push countless students out of school and into unhealthy, unstable, and often unsafe futures.

The online book club is an asynchronous learning opportunity for the members of the Illinois Education Association (IEA). Asynchronous learning opportunities do not require member participation at a set time. Access materials and interact with other members throughout each week on your schedule. The online book club is a benefit of your membership to IEA so there is no additional cost to participate. The IEA is an approved Illinois professional development provider.

Dr. Diana Zaleski, IEA Instructional Resource and Professional Development Director, will facilitate the weekly reading assignments and discussions.

To join use Class Code fsfdcw
https://classroom.google.com/c/MjczOTQ1NDk2MDAx?cjc=fsfdcw
or scan the QR code with your smart phone’s camera.

If you have questions or need assistance, please contact: Dr. Zaleski or IEA Field Associate Staff Amanda Plunkett.